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ROYAL OSIRIS KARAOKE ENSEMBLE

Royal Osiris Karaoke Ensemble (ROKE), the creative partnership of artists Tei Blow and Sean McElroy, 
is a musical priesthood that explores the metaphysics and mythologies of love, desire and courtship 
at the end of the 20th century. ROKE generates contemporary ritual out of found media, synthesizing 
strategies of video, meme, party, opera, theater, social practice, and installation. 

In a time before the Internet, the printing press, and mass media, information was treated with great 
care - knowledge was sung, copied by hand, or carved into stone so that it could be preserved and 
passed down through generations. Today the technology connecting us is no less miraculous, but its 
ubiquity often devalues it and the information it carries. ROKE seeks to create a new kind of devo-
tional space - ceremonial, sacramental, and architectural - honoring the technologies of connectivity 
and the transmission of knowledge, so that we can think di�erently about the information invisibly 
streaming around us and how it a�ects our lives.          

    



EVERYTHING ONE IN THE DISC OF THE SUN (2013)

Three Osirian priests gather at the end of time to perform a karaoke ritual of death, rebirth, and 
self-improvement. This ritual consists of a procession of karaoke: songs about Ancient Egyptian life, 
ritualized Corona-drinking, and reperformance of found videos of 20th century gurus, cult leaders, 
corporate speakers, and extraterrestrial mediums, all channeled through the performers  by means of 
an embedded in-ear karaoke machine.

The ceremony takes place under an LED pyramid which is anchored from the ceiling to a 
square-shaped wooden bench which serves as audience seating. The source videos are played on the 
walls or on screens surrounding the pyramid. 

An Initiate wearing a robe and Anubis helmet controls the sound and video, and is also charged with 
the administration of ritual libations and judicious guitar solos. 

Accompanying the performance is The Prodigal Sun Spiritual Supplies Boutique, a pop-up store 
selling handmade goods for spiritual self-improvement (amulets, healing soaps, meditation aids, 
chocolate).

Everything One in the Disc of the Sun was commissioned by JACK (Brooklyn, NY), and supported with 
a grant from Franklin Furnace. Premiere: October 2013.

Trailer: https://vimeo.com/56483410   
Full performance: https://vimeo.com/117632550



Three o�ciants in a ritual formation. In the far right, the Initiate prepares a round of drinks

An o�ciant recites an abridged passage from the Book of the Dead while invoking the spirit of bestselling 
author and motivational speaker Anthony Robbins



An Initiate prepares the ritual Coronas



THE ART OF LUV

The Art of Luv is an ongoing, multi-part series exploring romantic mythologies and codes of conduct 
in the age of digital media.

ART OF LUV (PART 1): ELLIOT (2014-2016)

On May 23, 2014, Elliot Rodger killed 6 people and injured 13 in a rampage motivated by his lack of 
success with women. Elliot is a ritual-performance based on a cycle of found love stories, a medita-
tion on masculinity, love and longing. The meditation is accompanied by original music on hand-
made instruments tuned to a solfeggio scale, which is said to promote healing on a cellular level.

Two o�ciants alternate between two stations. At one station, the o�ciant creates a live musical score 
using a loop station, handmade zithers, a handmade harp, and a vase-microphone. At the other 
station, the o�ciant looks into the lens of a VHS camera and channels the content of YouTube confes-
sional and dating advice videos. The original videos are projected overhead next to the live feed of 
the re-performance. An Initiate runs video and sound cues from a control station, separated from the 
music and video stations by a re�ective runway. The two o�ciants switch places repeatedly through-
out the ceremony in a ritual masculinity dance. The meditation is interrupted by a ritual nyotaimori, 
wherein one o�ciant eats takeout sushi o� of the other’s exposed body, held aloft by the Initiate.

The Art of Luv is a project of Creative Capital. (Part 1): Elliot was commissioned by Under the Radar 
Festival (The Public Theater, New York, NY). Premiere: January 2016. 

Excerpt: https://vimeo.com/131687563
Full performance: https://vimeo.com/155027139

O�ciants and Initiate in ritual formation. To the left is the music station; to the right is the VHS camera station; 
in the foreground is the control station  



The original source video, an Elliot Rodger confessional, projected in the center; the live VHS feed at the edges

An o�ciant speaks into the VHS camera



Alternate con�guration showing the VHS feed projected on the right, a Luv mandala on the left

An o�ciant sings into the vase-microphone   Two o�ciants engaged in ritual nyotaimori



ART OF LUV (PART 2): LUV PAVILION (2015)

A month-long non-denominational polytechnic spiritual exploration hub and pop-up event center, 
hosted in Queens, New York in May 2015. It was a place for screenings, classes, open mic, curated 
performance, and karaoke nights, all exploring the codes and mythologies of 21st century love. The 
Luv Pavilion was open to the public on a daily basis, an open studio for chance meeting and 
dialogue. 

Artist Jerome Ellis lectures on Goya and Matisse at the Pavilion

Neighbor, bouncer, and Luv advocate Angel Rivera Luv-related objects



Artist Youree Choi sings Nothing Compares 2 You at LUV Karaoke 

The Pavilion before an event



ART OF LUV (PART 3): MEG MONDAYS (2015)

A three-part kaleidoscopic re-interpretation of the Meg Ryan/Nora Ephron trilogy (When Harry Met 
Sally, Sleepless in Seattle, You’ve Got Mail) which took place at the Royal Osiris LUV Pavilion in May 
2015. Each screening was followed by a rigorous post-show panel discussion of artists and critics 
representing a variety of perspectives (Marxism, Identity Politics, Method Acting, Media Theory, Show 
Business, Astrology). These discussions became surprisingly heated, testifying to the potency of these 
three �lms.

Stills from Sleepless in Seattle and When Harry Met Sally in kaleidoscopic LUV-Vision



Stills from You’ve Got Mail and Sleepless In Seattle in Kaleidoscopic Luv-Vision



ART OF LUV (PART 4): PROJECT PEPLUM

The careful recreation of an unpopular (63 views) shopping haul video made on Labor Day 2013. 
ROKE found this video shortly after its posting and were so fascinated that we watched it over a 
hundred times.  To our dismay the author of the video subsequently deleted the video and deactivat-
ed her account. Thankfully we had downloaded it, so we carefully recreated the video and restored it 
to YouTube in July 2016. This involved purchasing all items featured in the haul video, fabricating 
whatever ones that we could not �nd for sale, and hiring a professional �lm actor to recreate the 
original performance. Our video has surpassed the view count of the original and has earned one 
positive review from Ada Brandyworld, another YouTuber making haul videos.

It can be viewed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-3sZdyBsEAo.

Stills from the original haul video next to the Royal Osiris version, showing hand-painted peplum shirt (top 
right), hand-paintedyellow blouse (bottom right), and Bobby Flay pizza cutter (bottom right)



ART OF LUV (PART 5): ROKÉ CUPID (in development, 2017)

The language of internet-in�ected romance—online dating pro�les, love letters by internet scam-
mers, how-to dating guides—provide a body of early 21st century sacred love poetry. ROKÉ Cupid is 
a psychedelic rock opera, light show, and courtship ceremony. Three o�ciants undergo a ritual 
interrogation and perform an elaborate courtship dance that tells the story of the universe. 

The ceremony takes place within a diaphanous tent. There are three stations with guitar ampli�ers 
and instruments: keyboards, harp, dulcimer, guitars, bamboo �utes. The o�ciants move between 
their instrument stations and a central triangular temenos girded by LED lights. Outside the tent, an 
Initiate uses a VHS camera and video mixer to create a live psychedelic light show out of clippings 
from lifestyle magazines, which is projected onto the walls of the tent. 

(Part 5): ROKÉ Cupid is commissioned by The Bushwick Starr. Premiere: May 2017. 
 

An o�ciant annoints the audience



O�ciants perform a ritual courtship dance  

Performance still showing LED temenos and live projections



An initiate generates live projections using a VHS camera, analog mixer, and cutouts from lifestyle magazines

O�ciants perform a ritual seduction O�ciants play a courtship song: voice, �utes, organ



ART OF LUV PART 6: MELISMA MANTRA

Melisma: the singing of a single syllable of text while moving between several di�erent notes in 
succession. Music of ancient cultures used melisma to induce hypnotic trance in the listener and was 
a feature in early mystical initiation rites. Melismatic singing experienced a resurgence in 80s & 90s 
R&B, best exempli�ed by the vocal work of Whitney Houston, R. Kelly and Mariah Carey.

Mantra: a word or sound repeated to aid concentration in meditation.

Melisma Mantra is a 26-minute aural meditation aid built entirely from melismas from popular love 
songs.

Listen to Melisma Mantra at: https://soundcloud.com/teiblow/roke_aol6_melisma_mantra


